Abstract-This paper deals with digital waveguide modeling of wind instruments. It presents the application of state-space representations for the refined acoustic model of Webster-Lokshin. This acoustic model describes the propagation of longitudinal waves in axisymmetric acoustic pipes with a varying cross-section, visco-thermal losses at the walls, and without assuming planar or spherical waves. Moreover, three types of discontinuities of the shape can be taken into account (radius, slope, and curvature). The purpose of this work is to build low-cost digital simulations in the time domain based on the Webster-Lokshin model. First, decomposing a resonator into independent elementary parts and isolating delay operators lead to a Kelly-Lochbaum network of input/output systems and delays. Second, for a systematic assembling of elements, their state-space representations are derived in discrete time. Then, standard tools of automatic control are used to reduce the complexity of digital simulations in the time domain. The method is applied to a real trombone, and results of simulations are presented and compared with measurements. This method seems to be a promising approach in term of modularity, complexity of calculation, and accuracy, for any acoustic resonators based on tubes.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
TUDYING physical modeling for sound synthesis allows simulations of the behavior of musical instruments. Consequently, it leads to more realistic sounds, especially during attacks and note transitions, compared to signal processing approaches. However, digital simulations in the time domain require intensive computations from signal processors, and simplifications of the physical model have to be considered to make real-time simulations possible. Moreover, because of interactions between elements of an instrument, building a modular synthesizer proves difficult. The purpose of the present work is to build a complete acoustic resonator by connecting several subsystems which mimic acoustic effects. Here, it is applied to a wind instrument: the trombone. The difficulty and the novelty is to include subtle phenomena to lead to a refined acoustic model, but with some care about the processor cost of simulations and the modularity of the model.
With the approach of digital waveguides (cf., e.g., [1] ), some works have considered 1-D acoustic model of axisymmetric pipes based on the Webster horn equation (cf. [2] ). Approximating a varying cross-section pipe by some cylinders or cones leads to the Kelly-Lochbaum scattering network (cf., e.g., [3] - [5] ), which allows a low-cost digital simulation in the time domain. These models assume planar and spherical waves, respectively. For a more realistic behavior of the virtual instrument, in [6] , [7] , and [8] , visco-thermal losses have been taken into account. This model of losses (cf. [9] ) involves fractional derivatives, and is more accurate than more standard damping based on integer order derivative. In [10] , a model of lossless flared pipes has been studied starting from the Webster equation, then in [11] , considering the Webster-Lokshin model with visco-thermal losses (cf. [12] ), the Kelly-Lochbaum network has been derived for lossy flared pipes with continuity of radius and slope ( -regularity of the shape). The latter models allow the approximation of the shape of flared pipe with a few pieces of pipe.
After modeling each element separately, it is necessary to put them together in order to build the whole resonator. In [13] and [14] , the following modular method is proposed: deriving state-space representations of every element in discrete time, interconnection laws allow the calculation of the state-space representation of the whole resonator.
In a very recent work, an extended framework (based on [11] and the Webster-Lokshin equation) has been derived and allows the reconstruction of all models mentioned above ( [3] - [11] ). The novelty of the present work is the use of the formalism of [14] , starting from the unifying model of the extension of [11] . Thanks to the modularity of the method, virtual wind instruments can be easily built considering additional models: mouthpiece, sound radiation, tone-hole, lips, and reed for instance. Theoretical points are briefly presented and referenced; this paper focuses on the numerical method and some optimizations for real-time simulation.
This document is organized as follows. Section II presents the problem statement and the formalism of the digital waveguide networks, where all elements of an instrument are rep- resented by input/output systems. In Section III, using given models, the analytical expressions of transfer functions of elements are derived. This section considers models of mouthpieces, sound radiation, -port junctions and lossy flared pipes. The last one is characterized by the Webster-Lokshin equation. In Section IV, state-space representations are derived for all elements of Section III, in continuous time, then in discrete time. Section V presents standard tools of automatic control which allow the optimization of the numerical realization in order to obtain a low-cost digital simulation in the time domain. Section VI presents the digital simulations of virtual trombones and the comparison between computed impedances and the measured impedance of a real trombone. The last section concludes this paper and deals with stability considerations and possible improvements of the optimization procedure.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Acoustic Waveguide Networks
Dynamic systems, which are described mathematically by sets of time-dependent Partial Differential Equations, can be modeled by networks of smaller input/output systems which exchange signals. This approach appeared for modeling of electrical circuits in the 1970s with the Transmission Line Matrix approach (cf. [15] ) and the Wave Digital Formulation (cf. [16] ).
In the 1980s appears the similar approach of the Digital Waveguide Networks (cf. [17] ) for acoustic systems. These methods of digital wave-based simulations are presented in [18] and [19] .
Digital waveguide networks makes possible the representation of a wind instrument by a network of elements which mimic acoustic effects of the pieces of the resonator. These elements are connected with respect to the topology of the real instrument, and exchange signals which are input and output variables.
The example of network in Fig. 1 models a possible resonator with seven elements: element models the mouthpiece, elements , , represent air columns, element is a three-port junction connecting the three air columns, element represents the effect of the coupling with the sound radiation at the end of the horn, and element represents the sound radiation of a tone-hole. In this example, the sound radiation of the tone-hole has to be able to vary in order to take into account the action of a finger.
Examples of wind resonator construction using different models can be found in the literature. See, for instance [5] , [20] , and [21] . Moreover, this method allows a modular building and the simulation of imaginary instruments and it enables the exploration of new sounds with a physical validation.
B. Variables at Interfaces of Elements
At interfaces between two elements, the variables and are some acoustic states. A natural choice is to represent the acoustic states by the acoustic pressure and the particle flow (cf., e.g., [22] ). Another choice, adapted to digital waveguide networks, consists of defining and using traveling waves which naturally satisfy the causality principle.
To have a common representation of acoustic states, a virtual reference pipe is introduced. It is a lossless cylinder with arbitrary radius . Defined variables correspond to planar traveling waves for this reference pipe. With the speed of sound m s , the mass density kg m and ; its characteristic impedance is , and planar traveling waves are (1) In the case of lossy varying cross-section pipes, these variables are neither decoupled nor perfectly progressive inside the pipe. Nevertheless, they remain "physically meaningful" at interfaces of pipe, and respect causality principle.
In order to make this change of variables with connections of input/output systems, conversion systems are recovered from (1). They are presented in Fig. 2 .
This choice of variables is similar to that of [16] , where the change of variables is defined with a resistance which can be arbitrary (where is the voltage and the current intensity).
C. Realizability and Delay Separation
Connecting discrete-time versions of each element ( Fig. 1) involves delay-free loops so that it does not yield a realizable structure, as is, in the sense of automatic control theory. The implicit equations due to these delay-free loops can be solved using techniques such as Wave Digital Formulation (cf. [16] ). In this paper, these equations are solved using standard algebraic manipulations of state-space representations. This allows one the obtaining of a Kelly-Lochbaum framework which is optimal in the sense that it reduces the number of transfer functions involved in the final digital waveguide network.
III. ACOUSTIC MODELS OF RESONATOR ELEMENTS
This section presents the acoustic modeling of all elements which are used to build resonators of Section VI. First a refined model of varying cross-section pipes is studied, then possible models of the mouthpiece, sound radiation and -port junctions are presented. For each element, an -port system is derived with its transfer functions, for which inputs and outputs are variables .
A. Modeling a Piece of Pipe 1) Webster-Lokshin Model:
The Webster-Lokshin model is a mono-dimensional model which characterizes linear waves propagation in axisymmetric pipes, assuming the quasi-sphericity of isobars near the inner wall (cf. [12] ), and taking into account visco-thermal losses (cf. [9] , [23] , [24] ) at the wall. The acoustic pressure and the acoustic particle flow are governed by the following equations, given in the Laplace domain:
where is the Laplace variable ( m is the angular frequency), is the space variable measuring the arclength of the wall, is the radius of the pipe, is the section area, quantifies the visco-thermal losses, and denotes the curvature of the wall. Equation (2) is called Webster-Lokshin equation, and (3) is Euler equation satisfied outside the visco-thermal boundary layer.
Note that the standard horn equation (cf. [2] ) corresponds to (2) with no losses ( ) and assuming planar waves ( is replaced by the axis coordinate ). Straight and conical pipes are characterized by , and flared pipes are characterized by . In the following, is assumed to be non-negative, the negative case would require special treatments for deriving stable versions of digital waveguides (cf. [10] ) which are out of the scope of this paper.
Denoting the radius of the pipe for the -ordinate, the arclength of the wall is , and . In consequence, and when . For standard conditions, the physical constants are given by: the mass density kg m , the speed of sound m s , the coefficient m where and denote characteristic lengths of viscous ( ) and thermal ( ) effect (cf. [25] ).
2) Two-Port System of a Piece of Pipe: In this paper, a pipe with varying cross-section is approximated by a concatenation of pieces of pipe with constant parameters. Thus, a piece of pipe is defined as a finite pipe with length , and with constant curvature and losses parameters (i.e and . Notice that, except for a cylinder, and cannot be simultaneously constant. In practice, pieces of pipe with constant curvature are considered, and is chosen as the mean of . This approximation makes sense, at least for realistic lengths and curvatures. The piece of pipe is modeled by a system, where inputs are and (incoming waves at and ), and outputs are and (outgoing waves), this system is represented by the two-port of Fig. 3 .
Solving (2) and (3) analytically together with (1), leads to the expressions of global transfer functions (4) (5) (6) (7) with (8) and where denotes an analytical continuation of the positive square root of on a domain compatible with the one-sided Laplace transform, namely (see [26] and [27] for more details). The function is proved to be analytical in , and such that if . Functions and are rational functions of the variables and . Remark: Transfer functions and represent left (index l) and right (index r) global (index g) reflexions of the pipe (with length ) on traveling waves. "Global" means that every internal effect of the pipe are mixed in these transfer functions.
and represent global transmission of traveling waves through the pipe. An analysis of internal effects is detailed in next section.
3) Decomposed Framework: A detailed analysis of internal acoustic effects (cf. [11] ) has enabled isolation of pure delay operators, which represent the traveling time of waves through the pipe. From this study, the Kelly-Lochbaum network has been recovered. Moreover, using the variable , a more detailed analysis has been done, and a new framework is derived. In this framework, which is proved to be equivalent to , the effects of geometry of the pipe are isolated from each other. The geometrical parameters are the radii at ends and , the slopes at ends and , the curvature and the visco-thermal losses of the piece of pipe ( and ). The framework is presented in Fig. 4 , and an interpretation of each cell follows.
• Cells and and , with coefficients and , take into account sections of pipe and , at both ends. The index "a" means "area of section". They are similar to cells of the framework of Kelly-Lochbaum after connection with a lossless cylinder of radius (cf., e.g., [3] , [6] ).
(9) (10) • Cells and and , with transfer functions and , take into account slopes of pipe and at left and right ends. The index "s" means "slope." They are similar to cells of the framework of Kelly-Lochbaum after connection of cones (cf., e.g., [4] , [7] ). (11) with (12) With some particular cases of junctions of cones (which correspond to or ), these transfer functions are unstable. This classic problem has been understood and solved in [7] , [28] - [30] with some different methods.
• Cells and and , with the transfer function , take into account the constant curvature and losses of the pipe. The indexes "cl" means "curvature and losses". With defined by (8) (13) • Cell This central cell represents the wave propagation with transfer function
In [26] , is proved to be causal and stable with , so that represents the delay of wave propagation through the piece of pipe, and the effect due to the visco-thermal losses and the curvature. The framework of Fig. 4 is interesting because the effects of the curvature and losses are isolated from the other (sections and slopes), and it makes their study easier. Because of the square roots of the function [cf. (8) ], the study requires special treatments (see Section IV-A).
The six cells , , , , and of the framework of Fig. 4 , can be rewritten as Fig. 5 shows. This simplification is used in [3] , [4] , and [11] to derive the Kelly-Lochbaum framework, in order to reduce the cost of calculation. 
B. Modeling the Mouth-Piece
The mouthpiece of a brass instrument is an element which is inserted at the beginning of the resonator, and where the player presses his lips. It is composed by an acoustic cavity (the cup) and a cone (the backbore). In [31] , it is proposed to model the mouthpiece by an acoustic compliance for the cup, and a resistance and a mass for the backbore, , and , respectively (see Fig. 6 ). This modeling is a low frequency approximation 1 but seems sufficient in respect of the small dimensions of the To obtain its equivalent two-port system with as inputs and outputs, two conversion two-ports are connected at each end (top of Fig. 7) . The algebraic laws of interconnections (see Appendix I-A) lead to the two-port (see bottom of Fig. 7 ). The transfer functions of are given by (18) with .
C. Modeling Sound Radiation
At the output of the horn or at tone-holes, acoustic pressure and flow are linked by the radiation impedance . To simulate this effect, the corresponding system is derived, for which left-end variables are and right-end output is the radiated pressure (right of Fig. 8 ). For any radiation impedance , the radiation reflexion , and transmission are calculated using algebraic laws of interconnections (see Appendix I-A):
(19) (20) Fig. 8 . Equivalent system for the sound radiation. Fig. 9 . N-port junction.
Because of the flared end of the horn, the radiation model of a pulsating portion of a sphere (cf. [32] ) seems appropriate for brass instruments. In this paper, this model is chosen for radiation at the end of the horn. Its impedance is denoted and its corresponding reflexion function . Their expressions are (21) (22) with , and where , and are optimized parameters of the approximated model.
D. Modeling -Port Junctions
Junction elements are -port systems which allow the connection of elements, like pieces of pipe for instance (see Fig. 9 ). They are modeled with no spatial dimension, thus they have to satisfy pressure and flow continuity on all ports. By convention, positive flows go to the junction. Pressure and flow continuities are equivalent to Kirchhoff's laws for electrical circuits, and are written for
Introducing
[with (1)], and considering as known variables and as unknown variables, solving this linear system leads to (23) where , and .
is the identity matrix, and is the matrix filled with 1 ( ). Remark: Equation (23) is not new, but contrarily to some previous works, using variables , no impedance appears in this equation. The only parameter is , which makes modular building easier.
IV. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION
For a systematic building of resonators, it is proposed to derive state-space representations for all elements. These representations allow algebraic manipulations on the system using well-known tools of automatic control (see Section V).
With the ( 1) vector of inputs and the ( 1) vector of outputs, each element is rewritten with the following representation in continuous time (24) where is the ( 1) state vector, is the dynamics matrix, is the control matrix, is the observation matrix, and is the direct link matrix. is the dimension of the system. Its discrete-time version is (25) Pure delay operators are treated differently: for , if is commensurate with the sampling period ( with ), its discrete-time version is and is performed by a circular buffer. If is fractional, interpolation filters are needed (cf., e.g., [4] , [33] ).
In this section, state-space representations are derived in continuous time for all elements presented in Section III, then using their diagonal forms, their discrete-time version are derived, but first, because the Webster-Lokshin model involves irrational transfer functions, it cannot be simulated so easily. It need to be approximated by finite-dimensional systems.
A. Finite-Dimensional Systems
Because of the square roots in , some involved transfer functions are irrational (cf. and of Section III-A4). These transfer functions have continuous lines of singularities in , which are named cuts. These cuts join some points (branching points) and the infinity. If , the function has one branching point at . The cut is chosen to preserve the hermitian symmetry. Therefore, transfer functions have a continuous line of singularities on . The residues theorem shows that these functions are represented by a class of infinite-dimensional systems, called Diffusive Representations (cf. [27] , [34] - [36] ). For any diffusive representation which is analytic on (26) (27) For simulation in the time domain, in [35] , it is proposed to approximate such diffusive representations by finitedimensional approximations, given by where is the number of poles, is the position of the th pole and is its weight.
The poles are placed in with a logarithmic scale, and the weights are obtained by a least-square optimization in the Fourier domain.
If , has two more branching points, which are complex conjugate. In this case, the diffusive representations are approximated with a finite sum of first and second order differential systems (28) Transfer functions to approximate are:
, and , for any (see Section III-A4). The order of approximation depends on the desired quality: mainly tunes the quality of approximation of effects due to visco-thermal losses, and , that due to the curvature. For example, in the case of large tubes, visco-thermal losses are negligible so that, the choice can be done. In practice, choosing and leads to fully satisfactory results, in most cases (which corresponds to a 16th-order filter).
B. State-Space Representations in Continuous Time
In this section, the state-space representation of every element presented in Section III, is derived in continuous time. (22) and (20), the expression of the reflexion and transmission radiation, the canonical form for the observation leads to the state-space representation which follows: with and (36) If , the matrix is diagonalizable in , and its diagonalization is performed.
1) -Port Junctions
C. State-Space Representations in Discrete Time
The diagonal form of the previous state-space representations leads to independent one pole filters, which write (37) where and . Then the use of discretization schemes yields discrete-time equations. Standard solutions are forward or backward Euler schemes, the bilinear transform, etc. In this paper, the so-called modified first-order hold (cf., e.g., [37] ), that is, the exact dynamics computed for a linearly interpolated input, is used. One nice property of the first-order hold is the ability to build the exact pole mapping. 2 The corresponding difference equations are for (38) where (39) The matrix version is
where for , and . Equation (40) is not a standard dynamics equation of state-space representation, because depends upon in the time domain. To cope with this problem, let us define the new state vector: (42) with , and . To simplify notations, vectors and matrices of the discretetime systems are denoted , , , , , , and .
V. REALIZABLE NETWORK
This section is devoted to obtaining a computationally realizable network. First, from the previous network characterized by the state-space representations of elements, delay-free loops are removed by concatenating elements without delay (cf. Section V-A). Then, the complexity of the new network is reduced using standard tools of automatic control consecutively (cf. Sections V-B-V-D).
A. Concatenating Elements
Because of an instantaneous loop, two connected elements without delay cannot be simulated in discrete time (see top of Fig. 10 ). To cope with this problem, it is possible to derive an equivalent two-port as the bottom of Fig. 10 shows.
In [33, pp. 31-33] , the interconnection laws are performed from state-space representation and are given in Appendix I-B. This leads to the matrices , , and of the equivalent two-port.
This operation is performed recursively to remove every instantaneous loop, until the network only contains intertwined -port systems (without delay) and cells (with delay operators).
B. Minimal Realization
At this stage of the building, a well-known result in automatic control allows the reduction of the dimensions of the systems, in order to reduce the cost of numerical computation.
For an original state-space representation, the study of its observability allows knowledge of the existence of a state change, which defines observable and non-observable substates. From an input/output point of view it is not necessary to simulate the last substates, because they have no influence on the output.
Similarly, the study of reachability allows the separation of reachable and unreachable substates. With zero initial conditions, unreachable substates remain zero for bounded excitations .
Using the canonical form of Kalman (cf. [38] ), the minimal realization is derived by eliminating non-observable or unreachable substates. If they exist, the dimension of this minimal realization is lower than the original.
Remark: The Kelly-Lochbaum framework (Fig. 5 right part) corresponds to a minimal realization of the original cell (left part) in the sense of automatic control theory.
C. Jordan Decomposition
To reduce the cost of calculation, it is useful to look for a new change of state which makes the matrix sparse.
Considering the minimal realization of a system of the network, if its matrix is diagonalizable over , the modal form of the system is computed. If this matrix is not diagonalizable, it always admits a Jordan decomposition over .
Then, the appropriate change of variable is done to lead to the new dynamics matrix with the diagonal form or the Jordan normal form. Such a matrix contains its complex eigenvalues on its diagonal, some 0 or 1 on its super-diagonal and 0 everywhere else.
D. Last Reduction
Whereas all systems are real-valued ( and ), matrices of the state-space representation are complexvalued. From a numerical point of view, computation with complex numbers is more expensive than with real numbers. However, using the hermitian symmetry of input/output transfer matrix (that is ), it is possible to reduce the number of substates to calculate, as follows.
The matrix is with the Jordan normal form, then its Jordan blocks are sorted with respect to theixr eigenvalues. Real eigenvalues appear first, complex eigenvalues with positive imaginary part appear second, and finally their complex conjugate appear with the same order. This leads to the matrix with is a Jordan matrix composed with real eigenvalues, is a Jordan matrix composed with complex eigenvalues with positive imaginary part, and . Then can be decomposed as follows:
Using the hermitian symmetry of and by identifications, the following properties are proved: and . Thus, the contribution of can be deduced from that of . Decomposing the state-space representation with respect to eigenvalues of , , , and , the equivalent scheme for simulation is, in the time domain Moreover, using an appropriate change of variables, it is possible to ensure that and are real matrices.
VI. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
A. Building Two Virtual Trombones
In this section, two virtual trombones are built with a mouthpiece, a varying cross-section pipe, and a radiation impedance. The target instrument is a Courtois trombone, for which the shape and the input impedance have been measured.
In the first case, the pipe is decomposed into 11 pieces of pipe, with some discontinuities of sections or slopes to have a refined fit with the measured shape. This model is denoted . The first piece is a cone at the junction between the mouthpiece and the pipe, the three following are cylinders for the slide, then two cones and two cylinders approximates the junction between the slide and the horn, and finally three flared pieces of pipe approximates the horn. (28) and (38) . Recall that M is built with 11 pieces of pipe, and M with only 5 pieces of pipe. The second case is a simplification of the shape with only one cylinder and four flared pieces of pipe and with continuity of section and slope at junctions. It leads to the Kelly-Lochbaum scattering network of [11] , because of the -regularity of the radius.
Parameters of flared pieces of pipe, of and , have been chosen so that the shapes of the virtual pipes fit the real shape. Then, they have been adjusted by an optimization so that the computed impedance get closer to the measured impedance. The values of geometrical parameters used for the two models are given in Appendix II.
B. Simulated Systems and Computing Impedances
From the geometrical parameters of and , the respective whole networks for simulations are built by following the procedures of Sections IV and V. These global systems which represent the resonator of a trombone, have one input and two outputs: the input is the incoming traveling wave at the entry of the mouthpiece, and their outputs are the traveling wave outgoing from the mouthpiece and the radiated pressure from the horn. In Fig. 11 , and represent the global reflexion and the global transmission, respectively.
Note that in the case of a complete sound synthesizer, and are used for the coupling between the exciter (lips for brass instruments) and the resonator, and is the output variable of the synthesizer.
The input impedance of a virtual trombone is computed, at the sampling frequency Hz, as follows.
• The impulse response of the global reflection is computed in the time domain. It is the response of for with zero initial conditions, when . • Then is evaluated by a discrete Fourier transform of . • Finally, from (1), the normalized input impedance is (43) where denotes the section area at the entry of the resonator, which is the mouthpiece here.
C. Comparison of Impedances
In this section, the comparison between the measured input impedance and the impedances of and is presented. The measurements have been done with a Courtois trombone using the impedance sensor of the CTTM. 3 Impedances are presented in Fig. 12 . The importance to take into account visco-thermal losses is illustrated in Fig. 13 , where the impedance is calculated with and without losses
The main improvement of the model (with 11 pieces of pipes) compared to that of (with 5 pieces) concerns the spectral envelope. Whereas the envelope of maxima and minima of is smooth, that one of the measurements have some irregularities (see the fifth and the sixth maxima for example). With a best fit with the real shape of pipe, the envelope of has the same type of irregularities. However, because of the simplification of , the complexity of the network of simulation is reduced.
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Using the formalism of state-space representations for digital waveguide networks leads to a good modularity for the assembling of elements, and an automatic building of the network of simulation. Moreover, standard tools of automatic control are used to reduce the cost of computation.
Considering the refined model of Webster-Lokshin for lossy flared pipes, it has been shown that this formalism can be applied with an approximation of the diffusive representations by finitedimensional systems. Compared to models based on cylinders or cones, this model requires fewer pieces of pipe to obtain good geometrical fits and realistic computed impedances. This latter point is the main contribution of this work.
In this paper, only linear and static models have been presented. In order to have a complete computer-aided maker of virtual wind instruments, nonlinear or time-varying system must be considered: trombone slide, valves, lips (cf., e.g., [39] ), reed (cf., e.g., [5] , [22] ), tone-holes (cf., e.g., [5] , [40] ), brassy effect (cf., e.g., [41] ). The modularity of the formalism should make an easy integration possible with few differences.
In Section VI, geometrical parameters of the model are chosen to fit the measured shape of pipe, then they are adjusted by an optimization to lead to a realistic impedance. It seems interesting to go into details in this way. Moreover, the approximated impedance could be idealized, with a perfect harmonicity for instance.
In the case of -regular radius, the stability and the passivity of a network built by lossy flared pieces of pipe using the Webster-Lokshin model has been proved mathematically, but the approximation of Section IV-A does not guarantee to preserve the stability and passivity of the whole network. At present these properties can only be checked a posteriori, before simulation. Nevertheless the automatic conservation of the stability and the passivity is under study.
Even if the order of simulated transfer functions is relatively high (16th order in most cases), the global complexity is compensated by the small number of simulated pieces of pipe. Moreover, some extended methods of optimization may lead to a significantly reduced complexity. This promising point is under study.
APPENDIX I CONNECTING TWO-PORTS
Connecting two systems consists in branching outputs of one system to inputs of the other. In Fig. 14, is defined as the equivalent two-port of the connection of and . In [14] , the following notation is defined:
, where is the equivalent relation and is the connection operator.
Merging these two-ports into a unique equivalent two-port is interesting for the following reasons.
• First, in some cases, merging allows the simplification of the framework.
• It can be used to prove the equivalence between some different forms of a two-port system.
• As Fig. 14 shows, there is an instantaneous loop at interface, which cannot be simulated numerically as such. Here are presented two methods of concatenation. 
B) Concatenation With State-Space Representations:
The second method is performed using the state-space representations (cf. Fig. 15 Pieces of pipe parameters of :
Pieces of pipe parameters of :
